Introduction
The benzenoid hydrocarbons [ 
Average K Values and Related Quantities
A kind o f Kekule structure statistics was intro duced previously [7] , where the average K values for normal benzenoids, say ( K n), seem to be the most interesting. The list for A up to 9 [7] is supplem ented by A = 10 and 11 in Table 1 . Also the averages for catacondensed, {K C dt}, and normal pericondensed, (A'np) , were computed separately. These two classes together constitute all the normal benzenoids. The quantity (In (K})/h was found to be o f particular interest [7] and seems to approach a lim iting value, especially when the average for all normal ben zenoids is taken. The present extension to h -10 and 11 does not contradict this behaviour, but it has not been proved mathematically.
Average and maximum K values
It was observed [7] that the quantity <K n) for a given A ^ 9 falls very near the maximum K for one unit less, i.e. Km. dX(h -1), but constantly somewhat above. For A = 10 we find (cf. Table 1 ) that ( K n) for the first time com es slightly below Km ax (9), and the tendency is enhanced for A = 11.
Concluding Remarks
The classification o f all the 141 229 benzenoids with 11 hexagons is a form idable task, but it is especially interesting because o f the concealed non-Kekuleans [8] , which appear among them for the first time, i.e. for the lowest possible A value. These systems with no Kekule structures have the same number of black and white vertices [9] . The existence o f such systems was pointed out in the cited paper [9] , where two o f them are depicted. More exam ples have been found later [10, 11] . Altogether eight concealed nonKekuleans with h = 11 [8] have been detected, but it has not been proved that no more o f them exist. N either in the present work this particular problem has been solved, but som e steps have been taken in that direction.
